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The urban landscapes and structures depicted in this collection of prints by Benjamin Edwards, Al Held,
Nicola Lopez, and Robert Stackhouse have been freed from realistic notions of weight, strength, gravity, and
solidity as their tumbling architectural forms rise, breathe, stretch, move and tumble.
The most quiet of these works, Stackhouse's built structures are both monumental and ephemeral. His skeletal forms proudly hold a sure stance as if they are in the later stages of being built and are awaiting their
drywall skins, but even in their stillness, they also appear to float like a great ship passing slowly on calm
water. An ephemerality resides within the monochromatic space they occupy and within the air that blows
through their slats. They have yet to be tainted or distracted by the noise of everyday life.
If Stackhouse's structures reside within a vacant placeless space, the landscape within Al Held's MN Black
and MN Blue is placeless in a self-contradictory way. Held used the rules of geometry against themselves as
he constructed unbelievable spaces that include random and multiple perspectives within a single composition. A magnetism exists within the geometric forms; they resist each other even as the viewer tries to place
them within the same plane.
At first glance, the bold dark line that travels throughout Nicola Lopez's Untitled (Cityscape) appears to be in
conversation with Held's work, but upon closer inspection, it seems more like cracks breaking apart the
landscape. The cityscape lies on the brink of disaster or the upheaval that Lopez expresses within her Urban
Transformations - worlds that are built from manufactured debris knotted up by urban cycles of growth, use,
and disuse.
In opposition to, or possibly as precursors of, Lopez's urban landscapes that fold in on themselves, Edward's
work presents bird's eye views of urban and suburban environments as if they were pop-ups. Colorful notions
of consumerism float just above the streets and sidewalks like flags, creating visual clutter that hinders view
of skyscrapers and majestic buildings that rise in transparent layers just beyond the urban jungle. Is Lopez's
Big Eye possibly a warning of what is to come out of the consumer culture that Edwards presents and
critiques within his work?
The works included in this collection are aesthetically very different but are brought together by a shared
freeness in their depictions of structures that are alive. From the nobility of Stackhouse's forms to Held's
imagination, activated by the conversation revolving around impact presented by Lopez and Edwards, these
artworks are indicative of various aspects of human life.
Listed prices are for unframed artworks and are subject to change. Please contact Sona Pastel-Daneshgar or J Myszka Lewis at Tandem Press to confirm price and availability. 608-263-3437 info@tandempress.wisc.edu

Benjamin Edwards (b. 1970) was born in Iowa City. He received his BA from the University of California in
1991 and his MFA from Rhode Island School of Design in 1997. He has exhibited his work throughout the
US and internationally at institutions such as MoMA PS1 in Queens, the Stedelijk Museum in Holland, the
Tomio Koyama Gallery in Tokyo, and the Galerie Jean-Luc & Takako Richard in Paris. His work is also in numerous collections including the Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh, the Goldman Sachs Corporate Collection,
the Jordan Schnitzer Family Foundation Collection, the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the New York
Public Library, and The Progressive Corporation Collection.

Benjamin Edwards
Automatic City, 2006
Lithography
Edition of 40
28 1/2 x 50 3/4 inches
$5,500

Benjamin Edwards
Tilburg Reflection, 2006
Archival inkjet
Edition of 45
16 1/4 x 41 inches
$1,200

Al Held (1928-2005) was born in Brooklyn, and grew up in the Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood and the
East Bronx. When he was sixteen, Held joined the Navy to “get away from home.” After two years he returned
to New York where he was introduced to the Art Students League. Al Held was interested, and, after auditing
a class there, he became sufficiently intrigued to attend a few classes in drawing and painting. He used the
GI Bill to enroll as a full-time student. In 1949, he arranged to go to Paris where he spent the next three years
studying at the Academie de la Grande Chaumiere. He returned to New York in 1953. Al Held’s first solo show
took place at a New York gallery in 1959. By the late 1960s, he was exhibiting almost every year at numerous
galleries and museums throughout the United States and Europe. In 1962 he was appointed to the faculty
of the Yale School of Art (where he taught until 1980), and four years later he received a Guggenheim Fellowship. His paintings are on view in museums throughout the world including the Cleveland Museum of Art, the
Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Kunsthaus in Zürich, and the Whitney Museum of American Art.

Al Held
MN Black, 2003
Etching
Edition of 30
30 1/2 x 36 3/4 inches
$2,000

Al Held
MN Blue, 2003
Etching
Edition of 30
30 1/2 x 36 3/4 inches
$2,000

Nicola López (b. 1975) was born in Santa Fe, NM and currently lives and works in Brooklyn, New York. She
has also spent a generous amount of time outside the US, including studying at the Escola de Artes Visuais
(School of Visual Arts) in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in 1996. Her interest in other cultures was nurtured during her
undergraduate studies as an anthropology major at Columbia University. In 2002 López attended the Skowhegan School for Painting and Sculpture in Maine, and in 2004 she received her MFA in visual arts from
Columbia University. During her art studies, she spent time in Tangier and Assilah, Morocco. The academic and
direct exposure to different cultures and locations has been a great influence on López’s work, which often
focuses on how place is constructed and represented; she explores these concepts through drawings, prints,
mixed media collages, and installations. López has received support for her work through a New York Foundation for the Arts Fellowship and a grant from the Joan Mitchell Foundation, among others. Her work has been
exhibited throughout the United State and internationally at museums including the Museum of Modern Art
in New York, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Museo Rufine Tamayo in Mexico City, and the Denver Art
Museum. It has also been featured in solo exhibitions at the Chazen Museum of Art and the Solomon R.
Guggenheim Museum in New York in addition to a site-specific work created for the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in 2013.

Nicola López
Big Eye, 2013
Woodcut
Edition of 14
43 1/2 x 39 1/2 inches
$4,000

Nicola López
Untitled (cityscape), 2013
Etching
Edition of 15
28 x 40 inches
$2,300

Nicola López
Urban Transformation #5, 2009
Etching, lithography, woodcut, collage
Edition of 12
30 x 30 inches
$3,750

Nicola López
Urban Transformation #6, 2009
Etching, lithography, woodcut, collage
Edition of 12
30 x 30 inches
$3,750

Robert Stackhouse (b. 1942) was born in Bronxville, New York. He earned his BA from the University of South
Florida and his MA from the University of Maryland. Stackhouse is known mainly for his sculptures, but he is
also a recognizable painter and printmaker. His interest in ship structures is prevalent throughout his artwork.
He has won several fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts in 1977 and 1991, as well as an
Artist Lifetime Achievement Award from the Polk Museum of Art in Lakeland, Florida in 2008. Stackhouse’s
work is in numerous collections including the Art Institute of Chicago, the Baltimore Museum of Art, the
Corcoran Gallery of Art, the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and the National Gallery of Australia. Since 2002, he has been working
collaboratively with his wife Carol Mickett under the name Mickett/Stackhouse.

Robert Stackhouse
High K.C. Way, 2000
Etching
Edition of 30
31 1/2 x 41 3/4 inches
$2,500

Robert Stackhouse
Soundless, 1992
Etching
Edition of 40
38 x 58 inches
$4,000

